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Trailblazers are ambitious entrepreneurs 

who aim to make the world a better place 

by changing industry practices and showing 

a fairer and more sustainable ways of doing 

business. To solve a major societal challenge, 

you need to ride a wave of interest in your 

industry and in a wider community. Your 

chances of success significantly increase 

when competitors are ready to follow you, 

industrial standards are ready to change, and 

regulators are ready to change legislation in 

favor of your offer. 

In order to support wide adoption of your offer 

and find the most effective ways to stimulate 

it, you need to monitor your trailblazing 

momentum and to measure your progress. 

Based on our research, we found the following 

indicators of trailblazing success: 

Tracker 1: 

Growing demand for your type of offer; 

Tracker 2: 

Increasing recognition in the public domain; 

Tracker 3: 

Professional recognition; 

Tracker 4: 

Public support by the key industry players;

Tracker 5: 

Favourable changes in standards and policies. 

The 5 indicators of
trailblazing success
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You are a trailblazer: an ambitious impact scale-up that aims to transform your industry and 

demonstrate the new ways of doing business. You do this by envisioning a better future, raising 

the bar in your industry, collaborating with high leverage partners, and developing your market. 

But are your trailblazing activities successful? Are you gaining trailblazing momentum? You 

become a successful trailblazer when your market is growing and other industry players start 

following you. 
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Growing demand for your type 
of offer

Your trailblazing activity is successful when 

the demand for your type of offer is growing. 

This demand can be measured by your own 

sales and the amount of industry followers, 

including incumbents. 

In the emerging economies trailblazers have 

a chance to quickly become market leaders. 

For instance, the telehealth platform Altibbi 

was founded in 2008 in Amman, Jordan. By 

now, Altibbi has expanded to become the 

leading health platform in the Arab region. The 

demand for professional health information in 

Arabic was huge, and the access to healthcare 

in many parts of the region was very limited. 

This allowed the company to quickly grow and 

expand its market. In 2016, Altibbi activated 

remote consultation services, so that users 

could contact doctors at any place and time 

via the internet or telephone. Already in the 

first year, they handled 90 million unique 

sessions and thousands consultations. In 2020, 

the company expanded to 12 Arabic speaking 

countries, consulted 3 million people & 

provided digital health services to 300 million 

people. 

On average, trailblazer websites have more 

branded traffic (i.e., traffic that comes from 

keywords that include the company’s brand 

name) than non-trailblazers (see Fig. 1), which 

indicates the growing demand for their offer. 

Figure 1. Branded traffic for trailblazers vs impact scale-
ups

In the developed economies your company is 

usually not the only one trying to grow the 

market for your type of offer. For instance, the 

US company Impossible Foods aimed to tackle 

the global environmental crisis by developing 

delicious, nutritious, affordable and sustainable 

meat replacement. They created Impossible 

Burger, which looks, smells and tastes exactly 

like a beef burger, but uses significantly 

less water and produces significantly less 

pollution to the environment. Impossible 

Burger became available in thousands of 

restaurants and grocery stores in the United 

States and across the world. Together with 

other companies that have developed other 

types of innovative and highly attractive meat 
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substitutes (including Meatless Farm, Beyond 

Meat and De Vegetarische Slager) they pushed 

the market forward, and now the global meat 

substitute market size has reached $4.1 billion 

and is expected to double by 2026. 

You know you are a successful trailblazer 

when competitors start following your 

business model and copying your products. 

Some trailblazers even encourage industry 

followership through open source innovation. 

For instance, Tony’s Chocolonely has created 

an open source platform that allows other 

chocolate producers to join the efforts in 

changing the industry practice. One of the 

biggest Dutch food retailers, Albert Hein, has 

joined the platform, making a big step towards 

the positive changes in the food supply chain 

standards. 

Trailblazer websites have more non-branded 

traffic (traffic that comes from non-branded 

keywords) than non-trailblazers (see Fig. 3), 

which indicates the growing demand for their 

type of offer. 

Figure 2. Non-branded traffic for the trailblazers vs 
impact scale-ups

Increasing recognition in the 
public domain 

Successful trailblazers leverage public interest 

in a societal issue they aim to tackle with 

their offer. Often, they use their commercial 

success to attract public attention towards 

the problem. 

For example, Tony’s Chocolonely acknowledges 

that in order to give more awareness to 

its mission, they first need to make their 

products successful. Tony’s Chocolonely  was 

founded after the investigative reporter Teun 

van de Keuken failed to attract wide public 

attention to modern slavery among chocolate 

manufacturers. He started by taking himself 

to court for “knowingly purchasing an illegally 

manufactured product”. However, the Dutch 
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attorney general dismissed the case, and none 

of the companies he contacted showed any 

interest in producing ‘slave-free’ chocolate 

bars. So, he started manufacturing his own 

slave-free chocolate. The company has quickly 

become a leader in the Dutch chocolate 

market and is now expanding to the UK and 

other countries. They ask chocolate lovers 

to become their ‘serious friends’ by sharing 

their mission. They now have more than 65 

thousand ‘serious friends’ who help them to 

change the industry.

Impossible Foods implemented a similar 

strategy to attract public attention to their 

mission: to reduce humanity’s destructive 

impact on the global environment by replacing 

the use of animals. The company intended 

to accomplish this mission by creating the 

world’s most delicious, nutritious, affordable 

and sustainable meat, fish and dairy foods 

directly from plants. The brand has done very 

little traditional advertising, relying instead 

on earned media, influencers and high-profile 

partnerships. In the past few years their vision 

of plant-based meat has gained popularity 

in the public domain. For example, the 

worldwide search interest for the term “plant-

based meat” skyrocketed in early 2019. 

Our findings indicate that trailblazers 

influence a much bigger audience than other 

impact scale-ups: their Google Trend scores 

are almost twice as high as those of their 

lock-step oriented counterparts. Tailblazer 

websites have more unique visitors per month, 

compared to websites of non-trailblazers (see 

Fig. 3), which indicates a broad recognition of 

their efforts in the public domain.

Figure 3. Number of unique website visitors for the 
trailblazers vs impact scale-ups

Professional recognition

Before the market for your type of offer 

starts growing, other industry players have 

to recognize that your offer is superior not 

only on societal impact, but also on purchase 

characteristics. That is usually reflected in 

serious professional awards. 
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For instance, Impossible Burger was 

recognized as the top plant-based burger by 

the New York Times and received the Food and 

Beverage (FABI) Award from the US Restaurant 

Association. In 2016, World Economic Forum 

named the founder of Impossible Foods 

Patrick O. Brown a Technology Pioneer for his 

design, development and deployment of new 

technologies and innovations “poised to have 

a significant impact on business and society”.

The British biotechnology company 

Polymateria won the Best Innovation In 

Open Source Technology Award in 2019. The 

CEO of Polymateria Niall Dunne is a keynote 

speaker at World Economic Forum events 

and Knowledge Into Action Forum and 

sustainability advisor at UK Research and 

Innovation Council. Tony’s Chocolonely won 

a Dutch Marketing Award and was selected 

by Dutch consumers as the most sustainable 

brand in the Netherlands in the Sustainable 

Brand Index ranking. Altibbi won the Schwab 

Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship 

Award and the World Summit Award for the 

best digital content in the health and well-

being category and the first prize in the health 

category by the Arab E-Content Award in 

Bahrain which falls under the United Nations’ 

World Global Summit (WGS). In 2019, Altibbi 

was selected as one of 100 Arab start-ups 

shaping the Fourth Industrial Revolution by 

The World Economic Forum and the Bahrain 

Economic Development Board (EDB). 

Public support by the key industry 
players

As a trailblazer, you aspire to solve a societal 

challenge by raising the bar in your industry, 

and you know you can’t do it on your own. 

You need to gain support of a wide range of 

key industry players. 

For instance, Tabit, a pioneering Turkish 

information service provider for rural farmers, 

partnered with Vodafone Turkey to send out 

SMS campaigns to Vodafone subscribers. As 

a result, their service has expanded to 50% of 

Turkey’s 3 million rural farmers. Similarly, Altibbi 

partnered with Telecom Egypt and gained 

support from the Egyptian government to 

enter the Egyptian market with an initiative 

to offer free telehealth services to 1 million 

people. 

An impressive example of getting a wide range 

of key players on board is the development of 

EON’s new standard for the fashion industry: 

CircularID™ Protocol. EON, the leading 

Internet of Things platform in fashion retail, 

created the technology to trace reuse and 
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recycling of fashion products and to facilitate 

data-exchange across the circular economy. 

To be able to do that, the company brought 

together industry partners across the circular 

value chain to unlock the communication and 

connectivity for this network. The company 

partnered with key players in fashion (H&M, 

PVH), retail (Target), standard setting (GS1), 

design and innovation (IDEO), repair, recycling 

and waste (The Renewal Workshop, I:CO, 

WM), and others. 

Your market is growing when big companies 

in your business ecosystem start using and 

promoting your product. For instance, the 

sportswear brand Puma was the first to 

incorporate Polymateria’s biodegradable 

plastic to their operations, adding it to a 

160 million plastic bags on their shelves in 

the UK, Portugal, Spain, Taiwan, and Kenya. 

Polymateria now aims to supply 20 to 50 of 

the largest brands that are responsible for 

plastic pollution within the following two to 

five years.

Favourable changes in standards 
and policies 

As a trailblazer, you can spot a moment when 

the business ecosystem is ready to support 

wide adoption of your type of offer. This is 

the moment when the competitors are ready 

to follow you, regulators are ready to change 

legislation in favor of your type of offer, and 

the industrial standards are ready to change. 

Many trailblazers choose to actively stimulate 

these changes. By creating a new benchmark 

for other companies, you can influence 

industry standards to gain preferential market 

conditions for their type of offer. For example, 

Polymateria has created a new standard 

for biodegradable plastic that has been 

adopted by the British Standards Institution. 

The new standard specifies requirements 

for biodegradable plastic packaging which 

ensure the materials used are able to return 

to nature without causing any environmental 

issues. The standard has been developed by a 

group of experts sponsored by Polymateria. It 

was subject to a public consultation process, 

where other interested parties submitted 

comments and reached the consensus.

In many innovative industries, the change in 

public policy is required to create preferential 

market conditions for a new offer. For instance, 

already in the start-up stage, New Motion, 

a producer of charging solutions for electric 

vehicles, spent significant resources on 

external communication with policy makers 

and advocacy for sustainable transportation, 

supporting a public policy to subsidize electric 
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vehicles. They recognized that this policy 

change would unlock huge market growth 

for this more sustainable alternative, not only 

for manufacturers of electric vehicles but for 

adjacent industries like theirs too. This created 

a win-win solution for car manufacturers, 

consumers, and all the producers of electric 

charging stations. Similarly, Outerknown, a 

US-based circular clothes brand published the 

blue book with support from Levi Strauss & 

Co as a call to action to others in the industry 

to join it in lobbying for preferential tariffs 

for benefit fibers (i.e. recycled, regenerated, 

reused and organic fibers).

In order to change industry standards, 

sometimes you first need to change public 

policy. This is often required if your main 

customer is the government. Since the 

start of Buurtzorg, its founder Jos de Blok 

anticipated necessary changes in the practices 

of the healthcare system. He brought the 

vision of Buurtzorg to the attention of key 

politicians at the Ministry of Health, Welfare 

and Sports and political parties. Buurtzorg 

was constantly generating comprehensive 

media attention and building up personal 

contacts with key persons in the healthcare 

system. This resulted in embedding the 

community care approach in the Coalition 

Agreement of 2010, recognizing Buurtzorg 

as the representation of a new standard for 

providing long-term care. Buurtzorg also 

influenced the way community nurses are 

financed: the traditional fragmented financial 

structure with different fees for different care 

‘products’ were integrated in one average fee 

in which all ‘products’ or services are grouped 

together. Buurtzorg has always worked like 

that within their own organization, and later 

this was acknowledged by the Dutch Ministry 

of Health as part of their program on less rules 

and regulations in healthcare.

***

The ultimate outcome of trailblazing is the 

adoption of the new standard by the industry, 

including competitive followership. But 

this usually happens in the later stages of 

company development, after the company 

has developed into a large enterprise. 

During scaling, the main indicators that your 

trailblazing activity is going the right way, 

include wide public recognition of your offer; 

winning serious professional awards not only 

for your impact, but also for your product 

quality; preferential policy for your type of 

offer (e.g., subsidies for electric vehicles), and 

the responses from incumbents who start 

studying and copying your offer.
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The research into scale-ups and trailblazers was 
supported by Goldschmeding Foundation and 
included a review of the academic and practitioner 
literature, 45 interviews with impact scale-up chief 
executive officers and experts, four reflexive dialogues 
with chief executive officers of trailblazers and impact 
scale-ups and database reviews of more than 3,500 
organizations in the scale-up phase (including – partly 
overlapping – databases of 3,585 EU-based deep 
technology companies in the scale-up phase, 1,711 
Dutch companies in the scale-up phase, 521 Dutch 
venture-backed companies, and 30 trailblazers from 
throughout the world and their matched pairs of 
impact scale-ups with similar offers). Next to being 
used as the basis of the current white paper, the 
findings of this research are translated into papers, 
training programs and due diligence tools.
 
This paper is written by Liselore Havermans, Anna 
Fenko, Afroditi Terzi, Ji-ye Oh and Menno van Dijk. 
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